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Exhibit 7
Added Freight Cost as a Function of Available Vessel's
Draft - 1995
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Response to Channel RestrictionsFuture Fleet
Analysis of the general trends in
containerships predicts the introduction of two "generations"
of postPanamax ships. The post I, with about
5,000 TEUs and typical dimensions of
950 x 130 x 43 feet (length x beam x
draft), is already being deployed. The
post II, with about 6,000 to 8,000 TEUs
and typical dimensions of 1,050 x 130
- 150 x 43 feet, is forecasted to domi-
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nate the next decade. The key question is what service patterns calling
New York may employ post-Panamax
ships, if any.
Fleet Forecast Methodology

The methodology for forecasting the
year 2015 fleet is based on the premise
that lines always attempt to deploy the
largest and most cost-effective vessels
that can be supported by trade density
and length of route. In addition, lines
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need to consider en route constraints
which, for NewYork services, are:

such as Africa and East Europe, may
be introduced in the future. However,
their relative share of NewYork's market
is not expected to be significant in the
next 20 years. The forecast thus relates
to the same ten services as defined
above, with each analyzed according to
its length (long, medium, short), future
density (high, medium, low)and en route
constraints (Panama Canal, non-New
York ports).
The 2015 forecast indicates that
6,000-TEU, post II containerships will
only be deployed by the Suez-Express
services (currently with 2,800 TEU). It
estimates 4,000-TEU Panamax vessels
will be deployed by the Panama-crossing Pendulums (same as presently
used). The Transatlantic and Americas services will employ vessels ranging between 3,000 and 3,500 TEUs
(sligh tly larger than currently deployed). The smallest and shortest service, the Puerto Rico service, is expected to operate with 2,500-TEU ships
(presently with 1,200 TEU).
Exhibit 8 presents the fleet forecast

• Panama Canal, assuming that its
basic dimensions of 965 x 106 x
39.5 remain unchanged, limiting
vessels to about 4,000 TEUs; and
• South American ports, assuming
their access channels are dredged
only to about 40 feet, limiting vessels to 3,500 TEUs.
Altogether, the forecasting methodology involves two stages: (1)an unconstrained vessel size is assigned to each
route according to its trade density and
length; (2)the size is adjusted to comply
with en route constraints.
Present and Future Services and Jessels

The forecast assumes that the present
service patterns of New Yorkwill remain
essentially unchanged. This is simply
because most of the conceivable patterns
are already available. Some additional
services, mainly to emerging trade regions
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Exhibit 8
Vessel Forecast for New York Main Services
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for New York main services, assuming
the channel is dredged to 45 feet.
Market Share of Services

Projecting the future market shares
of each of the ten service patterns is the
most difficult task in the fleet forecast.
It involves predictions of growth (decline)
rates by trade route and cargo allocation according to the multiple connection options. Especially difficult is the
allocation of cargo between services that
call and do not call New York. This relates to New York's Asian trade, with
about two-thirds of it handled by services that do not call New York, using
the MLBthrough West Coast ports. Recently, this trend is being reversed with
the introduction of express services
through the Panama and Suez Canals.
The basic assumption underlying the
forecast is that the express services, especially through the Suez, will make large
inroads into the MLB, shifting large
amounts of cargo back to the port of New
York. This assumption relies on three factors: (1)increasing trade with Southeast
Asia (South China, Thailand, Indonesia,
India) forwhich the through-Suez route is
shorter; (2)growingrail congestion resulting in devotingmore capacity to the higher
paying domestic cargo; and (3)reduction
in ocean freight followingthe scale economies of post-Panamax ships operated by
alliances oflines. Another trend assumed
in the forecast is a substantial growth in
trade with the Americas followingthe creation of regional free trade blocks.
Model Results for All New York ServicesCargo Loss and Added Transport Costs

The draft response model is applied
for New York's future fleet. As before,
the model generates a desertion chart
and transport costs. The model results
in terms of cargo losses are: 21% for 38
feet (9% in 1995), 44% for 35 feet (30%

in 1995) and 100% for 30 feet (78% in
1995). In terms of sailings: 11% for 38
(6% in 1995),34% for 35 (22% in 1995)
and 100% for 30 feet (63% in 1995).
The added transport costs per TED
range from $9 at an available draft of 40
feet ($9 in 1995),up to $165 (cost ofdrayage from relocation port) at 30 feet ($133
in 1995).
Model Sensitivities

The results of the model are sensitive to two key input assumptions:
• Service Pattern Composition-especially the relative share of services
expected to employ post-Panamax
vessels such as the Suez Express;
and
• Hinterland Cargo Composition-especially the relative share of New
York local cargo.
A higher share of large vessels increases the impact (cargo loss) of channel restrictions since large vessels are
hurt more by partial loading. A higher
share of NewYork cargo reduces the impact since local cargo is more costly to
divert to regional ports because of its
higher feedering costs. The cargo loss,
assuming current channel depth and
most unfavorable conditions, high share
of Suez Express and low share of local
cargo, is 30%versus 21% at the base case.
Conclusions

The model's results can be interpreted in two ways:
• The good news is that New York's
traditional trades and service patterns, including those with Europe,
Americas and Puerto Rico and allwater, through-Panama Far East,
are not expected to be affected by
the current 40-foot channel.
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• The bad news is that New York's
growth potential beyond its traditional trades, especially the Suez
Express, may be critically affected
by the 40-foot channel.
While New York's traditional trades
are expected to grow at a sluggish pace,
emerging trade with Southeast Asia, to
be served mainly by the Suez Express,
is rapidly expanding.
Disregarded

Factors

The model has disregarded several
factors that might impair its predictive
capacity.
Obstacles for Terminal Relocation. The
fIrst lines that are assumed to relocate are
those operatinglargerand deeperships. Yet,
these lines are also those that operate large
dedicatedterminals, which are the most diffIcult to relocate. Developingsuch terminals in competingports would be an expensiveand prolongedprocess, whichmay take
at least fIveyears. The lines may also face
substantial costs for relocating the equipment and facilitiesownedby them (e.g.,gantry cranes). Finally,NewYork'slines have
long-term agreements with port authorities
and unionized labor that include substantial penalties in case ofleavingthe area.
Service

and

Vessel

Adjustments.

Lines are assumed to keep their service
patterns unchanged. However,lines may
elect to modify their regional rotations
in response to draft limitations (e.g., call
New Yark as MIDinstead ofas FI). There
is also a possibility that lines may develop special NewYorkservices based on
shallow-draft ships.
Lines' Control of Cargo. Relocatedlines
are assumed to take "their" cargo with
them. Shippers, especially those with local patriotism, may choose to keep their
cargo at their current port and switch to
lines remaining in the port.
Snow-Balling
Effect. Lines forced to
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relocate one restricted service may decide
to relocate all their services and, perhaps,
the services of their global partners that
share ships and terminals with them.
Long-Term Policy Analysis

Tool

Anymodel that attempts to predict the
behavior of shipping lines for a 20-year
horizonis bound to be conceptual and simplistic. The model and its underlying
methodology are aimed at analyzing and
formulating a long-term, national policy
for ports' access channels. The focus is
thus on the fundamental market forces
that govern liner shipping and port competition in the modern intermodal era. The
intent is therefore to identitYand evaluate
the net, long-term impact of channel restrictions, disregarding regionalvariations
and short-term friction.
National Dredging Policy-Who Pays?
From a national point of view, relocation of cargo among U.S. ports is not a
concern. New York's loss is Philadelphia's gain-both are bona fide U.S.
ports .17 However,by definition, any relocation and reallocation resulting from a
restriction involves costs. In the new
intermodal era, these costs are borne by
all U.S. shippers, including those in remote areas. Therefore, investing federal
funds in any port channel should be assessed in the broader, national-level context. Put differently, there is a clear case
here for a national-level study that encompasses all U.S. ports. However, unlike this study, a national study should
also address the parallel subject of financing channel dredging, currently
done through locally collected harbor
fees. In this case, NewYark, being a large
generator of these fees, may have a large
claim on the use of them. After all, no
taxation without representation is a timehonored American tenet.
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